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Abstract
We present a self-contained, soft robotic hand composed of soft pneumatic actuator modules that are equipped
with strain and pressure sensing. We show how this data can be used to discern whether a grasp was successful. Co-
locating sensing and embedded computation with the actuators greatly simplifies control and system integration.
Equipped with a small pump, the hand is self-contained and needs only power and data supplied by a single USB
connection to a PC. We demonstrate its function by grasping a variety of objects ranging from very small to large
and heavy objects weighing more than the hand itself. The presented system nicely illustrates the advantages of
soft robotics: low cost, low weight, and intrinsic compliance. We exploit morphological computation to simplify
control, which allows successful grasping via underactuation. Grasping indeed relies on morphological computation
at multiple levels, ranging from the geometry of the actuator which determines the actuator’s kinematics, embedded
strain sensors to measure curvature, to maximizing contact area and applied force during grasping. Morphological
computation reaches its limitations, however, when objects are too bulky to self-align with the gripper or when
the state of grasping is of interest. We therefore argue that efficient and reliable grasping also requires not only
intrinsic compliance, but also embedded sensing and computation. In particular, we show how embedded sensing
can be used to detect successful grasps and vary the force exerted onto an object based on local feedback, which
is not possible using morphological computation alone.
I. INTRODUCTION
Soft robotics is an emerging subfield of robotics, which promises compliant sensors and actuators that are
inexpensive to manufacture, safe, and allow exploiting morphological computation [1] to off-load challenges that
arise during grasping and locomotion into the material design process [2]. Recent breakthroughs such as the
demonstration of reliable grasping using a simple inflatable gripper [3], the ability to tune the kinematics of the
resulting structures by smart patterning [4], as well as their integration into robotic systems [5], has renewed
interest in actuation via inflation. Yet, soft robotics still poses major challenges that prevent this technology from
mainstream adaptation and industrial use.
The advantages and drawbacks of soft robotics are nicely illustrated by the McKibben actuator which was
developed in the 1950ies, and is one of the more prominent “pneumatic artificial muscles” [6]. Comprised of
a simple inflating membrane constrained by an extensible mesh, this actuator is light-weight, cheap, compliant
and very strong. Despite these obvious advantages, its practical uses in robotics are minimal at best. We believe
this is primarily due to the difficulty of controlling such a device precisely and accurately. Control is indeed
difficult as the actuator has strongly non-linear characteristics which are rooted both in the expansion and friction
characteristics of the flexible membrane and the constraint layer. At the same time, proprioception is only of
limited use as the soft actuator’s mechanical constraints are flexible. This is in contrast with more conventional
robotic actuators such as servo motors, which have highly accurate kinematic constraints, and provide precise
digital feedback via encoders and measures of current consumption.
There exist multiple ways to simplify the control problem of a soft robot. One is to constrain the design of the
actuator so that the control problem becomes more tractable. This could be achieved by patterning that determines
the direction of shape change during inflation [3], altering the geometry or the rubber characteristics to make the
behavior more linear, or even use mechanical solutions such as pressure relief valves, e.g., to implement simple
feedback control in the mechanism. These approaches can be broadly categorized as “morphological computation”
as they simplify the actuator control by exploiting the morphology of the actuator [1]. A complementary approach
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is to integrate traditional computation more tightly with sensing and actuation [5], [7], thereby abstracting the
pneumatic actuator into a device that can receive simple position or force control inputs.
On the other hand, one could argue that soft robotics does not require the precise and accurate control that
is central to conventional robotics since the system itself conforms to the task using intrinsic compliance. For
example, during grasping it may not be necessary to accurately control each individual finger, as the compliant
soft material will deform in a way that increases the effective area of contact forces. In practice however, this is
not always sufficient as exploiting environmental constraints such as a table edge or a bowl in order to get an
object into the desirable pose is sometimes also required [8]. Here, integrated sensing enables the robot to detect
desirable grasp conformations and then move accordingly to maximize the effect of compliance.
In this paper, we describe our work toward a soft pneumatic actuator (SPA) with integrated strain and pressure
sensing, actuated with miniature control electronics, valves, and miniature air compressor. The integrated sensors
allow the actuators to autonomously servo to specific curvatures or pressures while sensing internal strain [9]. At
the same time, this actuator maintains the beneficial characteristics of soft robotics. We demonstrate how such
SPAs are combined into a more complex system forming a robotic hand (Figure 1), and show how the system
combines the advantages of morphological computation with conventional sensing and control.
Fig. 1. Left: A closeup image of the hand assembly seen from behind the wrist. Each finger is controlled by a dedicated control board,
which are connected to a central interface. An airpump is hidden behind the central control board and makes the hand self-contained, only
requiring a USB connection for power and exchanging sensing and controls with a host system. Right: The hand mounted on a Kinova
Jaco light-weight arm at the 2016 RoboSoft Manipulation competition (1st place). While this design combines the advantages of soft,
compliant manipulation with the long range afforded by a stiff mechanism, the system was not able to squeeze through the PVC pipes,
motivating further research in variable stiffness systems.
II. RELATED WORK
Morphological computation [1] refers to the role of shape and physical first principles in mechanism design
to simplify the required computation for signal processing and control. As materials can be designed to exhibit
specific non-linear responses that can be combined with each other, morphological computation is theoretically
capable of universal computation [10]. In this paper, we refer to morphological computation as the use of form
and elasticity to simplify controller design.
Compliant actuators have been identified as simple solutions for grasping objects with unknown or challenging
geometry, leading to a series of hand designs exploiting that concept [8] as well as under-actuated grasping
mechanisms [3], [11]–[13], which are surprisingly capable. Here, soft pneumatic mechanisms [3], [8], [13], [14]
are particularly attractive as they are compliant and cheap to manufacture. Compliant actuators, while beneficial
for grasping, have the disadvantage of being both mathematically and computationally difficult to model. This
is because the dynamics of soft materials are much more complicated than the kinematics of a stiff linkage
causing them to be difficult to control precisely or model accurately. Further, proprioception in soft robotics has
been relatively unexplored so far as identifying simple sensors suitable for integration in deformable materials
remains a challenge. In [3], [8], [15] actuators are controlled by a simple control without feedback and rely
on the compliant nature of the actuators in the closed state to regulate their own position around the object.
In [16], a motion capture system is used to track the progress of inflation to perform closed-loop control of a
pneumatic arm. In [5], simple light sensors are used to control inflation of a pneumatic actuator by exploiting the
morphology of the robot and its environment. Curvature sensors are explored in [17] and [18]. In [17] a simple
gripper [3] is equipped with a liquid metal strain gauge with emphasis on the monolithic manufacturing process.
In [18], strain sensors are used in a very similar configuration to those presented here, and used to classify objects
the robot is holding rather than to provide feedback on grasp quality.
III. DESIGN
We address the limitations that come from an open-loop control approach by incorporating a pair of sensors
into the actuator which provide a proprioception mechanism for tighter control of bending and estimating of
grasp success. We describe two sensor technologies coupled with each actuator: air pressure sensors and strain
sensors composed of liquid metal alloy inspired by [19]. When combined, these sensors provide feedback which
enables more accurate control over the positioning of the actuator in both free space and while grasping objects.
In particular, we are able to measure not only the curvature of the actuator, but also the pressure required to
maintain this position.
Our actuator design builds upon the fiber reinforced actuators described in [15]. Its manufacturing is described
in complete detail in [9]. These actuators consist of a simple elastomer structure (Dragon Skin 10 Medium)
enclosing a single rectangular air chamber. Embedded fibers wrapped around the length of the actuator as well
as down the ventral surface constrain the inflation both radially and lengthwise along one side, resulting in a
bending/curling motion when air pressure is supplied (Figure 2). This internal strain causes bending which is
measured using an integrated strain sensor on the dorsal surface of the actuator (Figure 5, right). Given a calibrated
model of the actuator, we can use sensor information to bend our actuator to any feasible curvature, e.g., during
grasping, by inflating to a desired pressure. When there is an object in the path of the grasping actuator, the
compliant actuator will grip the obstacle with increasing contact force instead of continuing to bend.
Fig. 2. Left: A sequence of images of the actuator taken as part of calibration experiments, showing the uniform curvature of the actuator
at various applied pressures on a centimeter-scale grid. Right: Measured curvature vs. supplied pressure for four actuators with identical
shape, size and wall thicknesses. A solid line is used to connect the data points associated with the one of the actuators, and is intended
to show the small hysteresis observed (plots are counterclockwise in time). A dashed line indicates the calibrated line of best fit taken
from all of the actuators, above the nominal threshold pressure of 30 kPa (4.35 PSI) that is roughly equivalent to a radius of curvature
of 1 meter.
We simplify modeling by approximating a linear curvature function of pressure, which is reasonable for
moderate bending angles (Figure 2). This model makes the following simplifying assumptions: The Young’s
modulus of Dragon Skin 10 is unknown and likely varies from batch to batch [20]. It is also rate dependent and
non-linear as the material is viscoelastic. We assume that actuation is slow enough that steady state conditions
approximate our system. This approximation is reasonable based on the actuation speeds we observe and
considering that the final grasp is always at dynamic equilibrium. We also note that interactions with the
environment, including grasping objects, impose external forces on the system which are not entirely predictable
nor included in any analytical or computerized solver.
Another drawback of actuators with rectangular cross-section is that the walls of the actuator deform radially
during the initial phase of actuation. Fibers prevent the actuator from ballooning, but not from deforming, and
so the initial deformation with applied pressure causes the cross section of the actuator to go from square to
round before bending becomes significant. We presume that this is a primary source of the non-linearity that our
actuators exhibit. In practice, the actuators need only to be inflated above a certain threshold pressure at which
deformation occurs and before bending becomes noticeable. Here, the threshold pressure is approximately 1 psi,
or about 10% of the maximal inflation pressure. We note that the threshold pressure seems to depend on the wall
thickness of the actuator, with thicker-walled actuators being less able to deform into circles.
To experimentally evalute the relationship between pressure and curvature, the actuators were anchored hori-
zontally in free space, above a 1-cm grid table surface and inflated to a specific pressure (Figure 2, left). Images
of the actuators were captured and processed with custom image processing software to compute the radius of
each actuator as a function of pressure. Four actuators, manufactured independently, from different batches of
elastomer yet identical in design were each calibrated using the same procedure. Figure 2, right, uses a solid
line to show the linear approximation that is taken from all the pressures above around 30 kPa. We fully inflated
each actuator at least 10 times before calibration, so that the elastomer does not exhibit the Mullins effect [20].
As part of actuator assembly, we manufacture our own strain sensors very similar to the sensors in [19],
however we deviate in the manufacturing process to avoid a difficult monolithic fabrication technique. Instead,
we use pre-fabricated small diameter silicone tubing which we lay out into simple small channels and fix them
into place with a very thin elastomer poured on top. From here, the embedded tubing is cut to size, the exposed
ends are capped with more elastomer, and finally the tubes are injected with conductive liquid (Galinstan) to
finish the resistive strain sensor. We affix this very thin strain sensor to the dorsal side of the actuator, which
adds about 2 mm to the height of the actuator and increases the actuator stiffness by a marginal amount. The
manufacturing process is described in more detail in [9].
We consider the resistive strain sensor itself to be a morphological computer, as it is the morphology of the
sensor with respect to shape, pattern and placement that affects how different deformations lead to changes in
resistivity. A miniature instrument amplifier IC (AD8327) on the actuator PCB provides a voltage measurable by
our microcontroller’s analog-to-digital converter. We have measured the resistance vs. strain for four sensors that
we manufactured, with a small deviation of the theoretical prediction resulting from the finite lead length of the
copper wires connecting the Galinstan strain gauge to the amplifier. The same circuit board also houses a small
pressure sensor (US9111) that can measure the pressure inside the actuator (0 to 15 PSI), as well as valves (The
Lee Corporation) needed for control (Figure 5). The main PCB also uses a secondary, digital pressure sensor
(MS4525D0) which is a differential pressure sensor. We calibrate all of the analog sensors on the actuators to
the main differential pressure sensor as atmospheric pressure changes noticeably during the day.
Fig. 3. Left: The pressure sensor circuit used with this actuator. Right: The strain sensor circuit used with this actuator. This circuit
could be adapted to any resistor-based sensor, such as a flex sensor instead.
Figure 3, left, shows the schematics of the pressure sensor circuit. The digital pressure sensor used (US9111)
maps 0 to 15 PSI to 0 to 100mV, requiring an instrument amplifier (AD8237) before processing by the controller.
Figure 3, right, shows the schematics of the curvature sensor. As the resistance of the Galinstan channel is very
low, we are using two 100 Ω resistors to limit current through the sensor. The instrument amplifier (AD8237)
then measures the voltage across the sensor using the same circuit as for the pressure sensor.
Fig. 4. Top: The pneumatic circuit connecting the components of the hand. Bottom: The analog measurement pipeline for sensing
curvature (left) and air pressure (right) within the actuator, to convert this signal from the sensors into natural units at the microcontroller.
Fig. 5. Left: A layout of the hardware used in the self-contained hand, including main control PCB (center) surrounded by three reinforced
pneumatic actuators and their sensor PCBs. Right: Close-up on a single actuator with integrated sensor [9].
The PCB housing the sensing circuitry and valves interfaces to another PCB with a microcontroller (Atmel
Atxmega128A3U) that implements all control, sensing via ADC, and actuation while interfacing to a PC via
USB to receive high level commands and to output data.The control law is straightforward, turning the valve on
or off until a certain curvature or pressure level is reached. A high-level finite state machine implemented for
each actuator allows the microcontroller to maintain control over one or more actuators (up to six) at the same
time via a serial interface.
IV. SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
We constructed a simple hand from laser-cut acrylic sheets that allows us to arrange three actuators in a claw
configuration similar to [18] and attached it to the Baxter robot. The hand connects via aluminum stand-offs to a
base plate that interfaces Baxter’s wrist, leaving space for the main control board and a small air pump typically
used with aquarium bubblers. The miniature compressor is capable of producing approximately 10 PSI. The
hand is mounted such that Baxter’s in-wrist camera is still usable. A block of foam serves as a palm, providing
additional constraints to the object during caging grasps. Both arrangements, single finger and hand, interface
to a control PC via USB and a simple serial interface. We note that the USB connection is the only interface
the resulting hand needs, providing both communication and power to the system. The entire hand including our
Baxter baseplate weighs 490 g.
We conducted two kinds of experiments using the three-fingered hand. We first examine the sensor response of
an individual actuator when grasping a series of cylindrical objects (bottles, cans, tubes) [9]. In this experiment,
an individual finger was placed close to the object. The actuator was then used to grasp the object but was not
required to lift the object. Each actuator was controlled to inflate to around 8 psi and hold firmly to the shape
of the object. The pressures and applied forces are relatively small and do not deform the objects. The object
prevents the actuator from reaching the full curvature that would ordinarily happen with an empty grasp, resulting
in an attenuated strain response.
Measurements comparing an empty grasp to a successful grasp of a cylindrical object with 7.4 cm radius
together with actuator signals are shown in Figure 6, left. The combined sensor readings of strain and pressure
are used to determine grasp radius and to estimate the success of the grasp. Indeed, one can clearly observe that
pressure keeps changing albeit strain remains constant, suggesting a successful grasp. A phase plot of the strain
Fig. 6. Left: Control sequence of grasping. An empty grasp is shown with a successful grasp for comparison. ADC values are proportional
to strain sensor readings/curvature. Right: A phase plot of grasping a set of round objects with known diameters. All grasps begin at low
pressure and low strain (bottom left of plot). Phase orbits are counterclockwise. Full actuation occurs at the maximal curvature point of
the phase orbit. Any deviation from the empty grasp orbit indicates an interaction with the environment.
vs. pressure sensor illustrates the subtleties of the sensing process, and is illustrated in Figure 6, right. The grasp
phase plot shows that the largest strain happens during an empty grasp, while increasingly smaller strains are
observed with larger diameter objects. Multiple grasp measurements were made for the objects as well as empty
grasps, and the data reveal qualitatively identical phase plots (not shown) indicating that the grasp phase orbits
are reliable indicators of grasp success. We believe the hysteresis in the phase plot originates from viscoelastic
properties of the material.
Fig. 7. Grasping various objects from [21], including the pitcher, mustard container, and piece of wood. Other objects that can be
successfully grasped using this configuration are shown in the background. Small objects can be grasped using a pinching grasp. From
left to right: small paper cup, hex key.
For the second experiment, we manually grasped a series of objects shown in Figure 7 using both caging and
pinching grasp. Here, the wooden block from the YCB set that weighs 770g (1.7 lb) pushes the actuators to the
limits, which begin bending downwards. Caging grasps occasionally lead to poor initial force closure, whereas
pinching grasps (using the finger tips to grasp) sometimes miss the object. Some grasps did not immediately lead
to complete force closure around the object. It is therefore not always possible to obtain good quality grasps
on the initial grasp closure using passive grasping alone. In particular, heavier items such as the YCB mustard
container (628g) are more difficult to grasp and lift than light-weight large items such as the empty YCB pitcher
(244g) as they require maximum force-closure for not slipping through the hand.
We therefore conducted another set of experiments where we first performed a caging grasp on an intentionally
poorly aligned object. We then begin to moderately shake and twist the hand. This additional motion allowed
both the object and actuators to re-align themselves while significantly increasing force closure. An example
grasp of the mustard container before and after gentle shaking is shown in Figure 8. We have also recorded
both pressure and strain data from the actuators surrounding the object while wiggling the gripper. Abrupt grasp
conformation changes are visible in both pressure and curvature at around second 23. This, together with the
ability to differentiate between successful and empty grasps, is an indicator that this information might be useful
during autonomous grasping, which we will explore in the future.
Fig. 8. Initial grasp of the mustard container (top left) with poor force-closure. Improved force-closure after gently wiggling of the wrist
(bottom left). Pressure and strain in the left and right actuator vs. time. Confirmation changes are visible in abrupt changes of pressure
and curvature. The grasp is complete once curvature settles.
V. DISCUSSION
We described a soft robotic hand with individually articulated fingers that is capable of lifting heavy items that
exceed the hand’s own weight using only the power supplied via a laptop’s USB port, demonstrating the potential
of soft robotic technology for grasping a range of objects. For comparison, the Yale Open hand’s “Model O”
weighs around 800g, owing most of its weight to the integrated servo motors, and requires up to 6A for its
motors to reach their stall torque. A lightweight, simple three-fingered claw design using pneumatic actuators
such as presented here is capable to also grasp small and thin items such as pens, small tools or paper (see also
[18]).
We have demonstrated how sensing of curvature and pressure can be used in a feedback control loop, thereby
making up for uncertainty in the intrinsic non-linearities of the soft actuator. Morphological computation, that
is relying on compliance and smart sensor placement, is used to greatly simplify the controller. While further
improving the hardware design may indeed have the potential to improve the controllability, impulse response,
and bandwidth of the system, it is unclear how more advanced features that computation affords, such as PID
force control or object recognition [18] can be implemented using morphological computation in the sense of
[10] without substantially altering the kinematics of the system.
We observe morphological computation to be a powerful aide in “calculating” optimal force-closure (Figure
8). Allowing the object to move by wiggling the hand allows the actuators to minimize their internal energy,
eventually leading to a conformation that minimizes the potential energy of the object (with respect of degrees of
freedom that remain within the claw) and the bending energy of each actuator. Yet, morphological computation
alone is not sufficient to determine when to stop wiggling. Instead, more (conventional) computation is required
to determine if a conformation change occurs or when a steady state is reached and lifting the object can be
attempted. Studying this effect systematically using a large variety of objects is subject to future work.
Whereas the proposed design is capable of holding a large variety of objects, performing grasping completely
autonomously remains unsolved. Even though caging can be used to reliably grasp larger objects, a robot still
needs to plan for collision-free paths for all of its fingers, for example when grasping a pitcher through its handle.
Performing pinching grasps is quite difficult as the hand needs to be precisely aligned with the object before the
fingers are closed. Here, tactile or pre-grasp sensing might be exploited to “feel” out an object before making a
final grasp, which we wish to explore in the future.
A drawback of soft actuators are their inability to support larger loads. Although the presented hand is able
to support the 750g wooden block from the YCB data set and effect sufficient force to operate a door handle, a
stiff mechanism is needed to support the hand, loosing the advantages of compliance for this part of the robot. In
future work, we wish to investigate variable stiffness mechanisms [22] to extend the advantages of compliance
and flexibility to the entire mechanism, which might allow solving hard manipulation problems such as shown
in Figure 1 that involve squeezing the manipulator through tight openings.
VI. CONCLUSION
Soft robotics enables powerful actuation at low complexity and cost. The resulting systems are simple to
manufacture and cheap, relying on simple molded rubber actuators, laser cut acrylic and commodity parts.
Compliance of the actuators is not only attractive for safe interactions with humans, but also provides a means to
simplify the grasping problem by allowing for underactuated operation. We have also shown, however, that certain
tasks cannot reliably be accomplished without additional sensing and computation. In particular, we demonstrate
that sensing both curvature and pressure allows to not only limit forces exerted onto an object, but also allows
recognizing the state the gripper is in, which is important for assessing the quality of a grasp.
Miniaturizing sensing, control, and actuation to the point where they are co-located with individual actuators
has allowed us to abstract the control problem that is inherent to soft robotics. By moving the burden of sensing
and feedback control into the actuator, its interface now resembles that of a digital servo motor. We believe that it
is such abstractions that will allow soft robotics to move from a niche application to mainstream use throughout
robotics.
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